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Abstract
Another, more elementary proof is given of Proposition 2.3 in a recent paper by Dietrich Burde. This
proposition says that n × n matrices A and X over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic zero
satisfying the equality in the title of this paper can be simultaneously triangularized. The proposed proof is
based on the Shemesh criterion for two matrices to have a common eigenvector.
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1. Introduction
The nonlinear matrix equation
XA − AX = Xp, p ∈ N, 1 < p < n, (1)
where A and X are n × n matrices over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic zero, was
studied by Burde in [1]. For simplicity, we assume that K = C.
Eq. (1) always has the trivial solution X = 0; however, only nontrivial solutions are of interest.
It is shown in [1, Proposition 2.2] that, if a nontrivial solution X to (1) does exist, it must be
nilpotent: thus, Xn = 0.
An analysis of Eq. (1) is greatly alleviated by the following fact (see [1, Proposition 2.3]):
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Theorem 1. If p ∈ N and 1  p < n, then the matrices A and X satisfying (1) can be simulta-
neously triangularized.
Burde gives a short and elegant proof of Theorem 1 based on the powerful Lie theory. Briefly,
the proof is as follows. Consider
V = span{A,X,X2, . . . , Xn−1}.
Due to the relations
[A,A] = 0, (2)
[A,Xi] = AXi − XiA = −iXp+i−1, (3)
[Xi,Xj ] = 0, (4)
V is a Lie algebra with the commutation operation. According to (2)–(4), the derived algebra
V ′ = [V, V ] is consists only of polynomials in X; hence, V ′ is abelian. It follows that V is a
solvable Lie algebra. By the Lie theorem, all the matrices in V can be triangularized by the same
similarity transformation. In particular, this is true of A and X.
Our intention in this note us to give another proof of Theorem1. Albeit less elegant, it instead
is more elementary. Its main ingredient is the following beautiful result (which the present author
always tries to popularize):
Theorem 2 (Shemesh). Let A,X ∈ Mn(C). Then, A and X have a common eigenvector if and
only if the subspaceL defined by
L =
n−1⋂
k,l=1
ker[Ak,Xl] (5)
is nontrivial.
For the proof, see [2].
2. Proof of Theorem 1
The assertion of the theorem is obvious if X = 0. Thus, we assume that X /= 0. Then, according
to the discussion above, X is nilpotent; hence, ker X /= {0}.
Note the obvious relations
ker(AkXl) ⊃ ker(Xl) ⊃ ker X, k, l = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. (6)
We now prove that
ker(XlAk) ⊃ ker X, k, l = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. (7)
From (1), we have
XA = AX + Xp.
Hence,
ker(XA) = ker(AX + Xp) ⊃ ker X
and
ker(XlA) ⊃ ker(XA) ⊃ ker X, l = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1.
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Multiplying (1) on the right by A yields
XA2 = A(XA) + XpA,
which says that
ker(XlA2) ⊃ ker(XA2) ⊃ ker X, l = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1.
Continuing in this way for k = 3, . . . , n − 1 or using induction, we justify (7).
Now, (6) and (7) imply that the subspaceL in (5) contains ker X and, hence, is nontrivial.
By the Shemesh theorem, A and X have a common eigenvector. Let q be this eigenvector
and Q1 be an arbitrary n × n nonsingular matrix with q as the first column. Then, the similarity
transformation
A → A1 = Q−11 AQ1, X → X1 = Q−11 XQ1
makes both A and X block triangular matrices of the form
A1 =
(
a11 A12
0 A22
)
, X1 =
(
x11 X12
0 X22
)
. (8)
The submatrices A22 and X22 in (8) satisfy the relation
X22A22 − A22X22 = Xp22.
Hence, the same reasoning as above can be applied to these submatrices. The n − 1 steps of this
process produce triangular matrices Â and X̂ related to the original A and X, respectively, by the
same similarity transformation. Theorem 1 is proved.
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